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ABSTRACT 

Using a sample path argument it is shown that the throughput of a 
closed queueing network with general service times is non decreasing in 
the number of jobs. 

1. Introduction. 

The last two years various authors have addressed the problem of proving that the 
throughput in a closed queueing network is non decreasing in the number of jobs in 
the network. 
For product form networks several proofs have been given, see e.g. Robertazzi and 
Lazar [1985]. Suri [1985], Yao [1985], Van der Wal [1985] and Shanthikumar and 
Yao [1985]. For non-product form networks only partial results exist. E.g. in a pre
vious paper we established the mono tonicity for the case of Erlang service times. 
see Adan and Van der Wal [1987]. It is likely that this proof can be extended to 
the case of phase-type service times. In a somewhat different way monotonicity is 
studied to obtain estimates for the performance of non-product form networks by 
bounding the network between product form networks, see e.g. Van Dijk and 
Lamond [1986]. 
In this paper we use a sample path argument to establish the intuitively obvious 
result that for the closed queueing network with general service times the 
throughput does not decrease if an extra job is added to the network. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the model. some notations and the 
theorem are given. In section 3 the theorem is proved for the case that all stations 
are single servers. The case of multi servers is treated in section 4. 

2. Model, notations and theorem. 

Consider a closed queueing network with stations 1 ,2 ..... N and general. though 
independent service times. In station i there are Li identical servers (possibly 
L j = 00), iI, ... , N and in each station the discipline is FCFS. 
In order to establish the mono tonicity we shall compare the queueing networks 
with K and K+1 jobs. We shall show that, for two specific initial states and a given 
realization of the sequences of service times in the various queues and the transi
tions to be made. the throughput upto time t in the K+l job system is at least 
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equal to the one in the K job system. 

Let Xij and Slj' i = 1 . 2 ..... Nand j 1, 2 , ... be any given realization of service 
times and transitions. I.e. Xij is the service time required by the j-th arriving job in 
queue i and ~j be the station the j-th departing job from queue i will jump to after 
his service is completed. In the multi server case the j-th departing job need not be 
the j-th arriving job. For the time being one may think of the ~/s as outcomes of a 
Markovian routing. 
In both the K and K+l job system we assume all jobs to arrive at t = 0 in queue 1. 
This assumption is convenient but will be relaxed later on. 
We need some further notations. 

Aij the time of the j-th arrival in queue i. 

Djj the departure time of the job that arrived as j-th job in 
queue i. In the multi server case this need not be the time 
of the j-th departure. 

Aj(t) total number of arrivals upto and including time t in queue 
1. 

Di(t) total number of departures upto and including time t from 
queue i. 

In the sequel these variables will have a superscript K or K+l to indicate whether 
they correspond to the K or the K+l job network. 
It will be clear that in order to prove the monotonicity it is sufficient to show that 
for any realizition of Xij'S and Sij'S we have for all i and t 

D j
K+1(t) ~ DiKet). 

I.e. for any realization it is rewarding to have an extra job in the system. 

Finally let aF < aF < ... be the time instants in the C job system upon which one 
or more services are completed. Then define the sequence to . t1 .. " by 

to:= 0 

to := min { min { ajK I ajK > tn-I} . min { ajK+1 I ajK+l > t n-1 } }. n ~ 1. 

So { tn } is the sequence of time instants upon which something happens in at least 
one of the two systems. 

We make the following assumption 

Assumption 

0) Xij > 0 for all i and j 
n 

(ij) r. X ij ..... 00 (n"'" 00) for all i 
j= 1 

The condition Xij > 0 quarantees that a job can complete only one service at a time 
and hence make at most one transition at a time. The second condition quarantees 
tn ..... 00 for n ..... 00 (see Appendix). 
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Now we can state our main result that for all t and for each station the throughput 
in the K+l system is at least equal to the one in the K job system. Recall that all 
jobs arrive in queue 1 at t = O. so A[CO) = C and Ale = 0, i;e 1, C = K.K+l , and 
since Xij > 0 for all i and j also D i

C = 0 for all i and C"" K . K+1. 

Theorem. 

For all t ~ 0 and all i = 1 , 2 .... , N 

(1) DjK+1(t) ~ DiK(t) 

Since the functions Die are constant on the intervals [tm , t m+1) and 
tn - 00 (n - 00) it suffices to prove the theorem for the instants to. t1 ' n •• 

3. The single server case. 

The proof will be based on the following rather trivial but vital lemma stating that 
if arrivals come earlier then so do departures. 

Lemma 1. (Single server) 

If station i is a single server and 

Aif+l ~ Aif for j = 1 .2 , ... ,n 

then 

Proof. 

By induction. 
n:= 1. 

Dif+ 1 = Aif+l + Xit ~ Aif + Xit = DJ 

Assume that the lemma holds for n = m. Then 

(2) D K+l - {D K+1 AK+l} + X im+1 - max im . im+1 im+l 

~ max { Di~ • Ai~+l } + Xim+1 = Di~+l 
which proves the lemma for n = m+1. o 

As argued before it suffices to prove (1) for the sequence to ' t1 ..... This will be 
done by induction. 
For to the inequality (1) holds by definition (all DjC(O) = 0). 
Assume (1) holds for to ' tl ' .... t m. Then. with SCi , j) = 1 if i "" j and 0 other
wise. for k = 0 . 1 ..... m 

N D I
K+ 1(tk } 

A i
K+1(tk) = L 1: S(SI j. j) + (K+1) SCi. 1) 

I:: 1 j= 1 

N D/K(t,,) 

~ L L S(S I j • j) + K SO , 1) 
1=1 j=1 



Since AjeCt) is constant on [ tk-l . tk ) 

AjK+1(t) ~ A/«t) for t ~ tm 

thus 

4-

Aif+l ~ Aif for j = 1 , ... , AjK(tm) . 

and by lemma 1 

Dif+l ~ Dif for j = 1 ..... AjK(tm). 

Since Xij > 0 

DiK(tm+l) ~ AiK(tm) . 

thus 

D K + 1 ~ D K f . - 1 D K( ) ij -.:: ij or J - •... , i tm+l' 

Hence 

DiK+1(tm+l) ~ DiK(tm+l)' 

So (0 holds for tm+l' 
This completes the proof of the theorem for the single server case. 

4. The multi server case. 

o 

The proof for the multi server case follows exactly the same lines as the single 
server one. Once the multi server equivalent of lemma 1 is established the rest of 
the argument for the proof of the theorem is identical. 
The problem is to prove lemma 1 for multi servers. For that we need more nota
tion. 
Define for C = K . K+l 

and 

1 if the j-th arriving job in station i 
is served by server I 

o otherwise 

Tifl the time server I in station i becomes 

available for the j-th arriving job. so 

Tifl = max ( Di~ Yif I ' k = 1 . 2 ..... j-1 ) 

Tif the vector of Tifl's 

Tif = (Tift. T$ .... ) 

Now we have 

(3) Dif = max { min Tif, . Ai[ } + Xij 
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which clearly is more complicated than the relation for Di[ in (2). So in order to 
establish the multi server equivalent of lemma 1 we have to study the Tir 'so 
The case L j = 00 is simple since then (3) reduces to 

(4) D;r = Air + Xij • 

so A;f+l ~ Aif implies that D;f+l ~ D;f. 
Now assume L; < 00. 

(5) 

max {Tifl • A;r } + Xii 

'f T C . T C 
1 ijl = m:n ijk 

and (the tiebreak rule) Ti~ > Tifl . k < 1 

Tift otherwise 

So Tif+l is obtained from Tir by replacing the (a) minimal component. To study the 
effect of this we need the following. 
Let a = ( al •.... an ) be a vector. 
Then Va denotes the nondecreasing reordering of a: 

Va = (ail' ai2 •...• ai
n 

) 

with ail ~ ail ~ •.• ~ a;n' and ( il . i2 ..... in ) a permutation of ( 1 . 2 ..... n ). 
For two vectors a = ( al . a2 ..... an ) and b = ( b i • b2 •.... bn ) we write 

a ~ b if (Va); ~ (Vb); . i = 1 ..... n. 

One may easily verify the following result. 

Lemma 2. 

Let 

then 

( al .... , ai-I. a . a;+1 ..... an ) ~ (b I ..... bj-I . ~ . bj+l ' .... bn ). 

So replacing a minimal component in a by a and in b by ~ with a ~ ~ does not 
affect the ordering a ~ b. 

This gives us 

Corollary. 
If 

then 
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Proof. 

Immediate from (5) and lemma 2. o 

Now we can state and prove the multi server version of lemma 1. 

Lemma 3. (Multi server) 

If station i is a multi server and 

Aif+1 ~ Ajf for j = 1 .2 ..... n 

then 

Proof. 

As observed before we only need to consider the case Li < 00 as the lemma is trivi
ally obtained from (4) for Lj = 00. 

Since TS = (0 .... ,0). so Tif+l = Tif (guaranteeing the initial condition of the 
corollary) the corollary yields us 

Tif+l ~ Tif 

and thus 

min Tif/l ~ m}n Tif, for j = 1 .2 ..... n. 

By (3) this implies 

Djf+l ~ Dif for j = 1 .2 ..... n . 

which completes the proof of the lemma. 

As said before. this gives the proof of the theorem for multi servers. 

S. Conclusions and remarks. 

o 

From the preceding we conclude that for a closed queueing network with in each 
station nonzero. independent and identically distributed service times with Marko
vian routing the throughput upto time t. defined as the expected number of service 
completions in a station upto and including time t is nondecreasing in the number 
of jobs in the system for all t. if initially all jobs are in one queue. So also the 
average number of service completions is nondecreasing. 
In the remainder of this section we relax most of the above conditions. such as i.i.d. 
service times. Markovian routing and all jobs initially in one queue. 

I.i.d. service times. 

- The successive service times in a station may be dependent as long as the Xij are 
independent of the Aij• Xk1 • k :¢: i. etc. Usually dependence between the successive 
Xii is caused by something like the temporarily malfunctioning of a server. In that 
case the dependence between Xlj and Xij+1 is stronger if the times at which the j-th 
and the j+l-th job start their service are closer. so there also is a dependence 
between {Xijl and {A;j}. Then the coupling of service times as used here is no longer 
possible. I.e. we can no longer say that the Xij in the K and K+l job systems are 
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equaL 

- Another type of dependency in service times might be more natural. The service 
times of a specific job out of the K or K+l jobs are dependent. e.g. (nearly) the 
same in each station. In this case monotonicity is no longer guaranteed. For exam
ple. consider a system consisting of two single server stations. where after each ser
vice completion the jobs move to the other station. The service times of a job are 
equal in both stations and at all visits. Initially for each job k a service time Xk. k = 
1 ..... K+l is drawn from a discrete distribution. with P( Xk = 1 ) = 1/5 and 
P( Xk = 100) = 415. and the job will keep this service time fo;the rest of his life. 
The Xk, k = 1 •.... K+t are independent. Then we find for the throughput T(K) 
defined as the average number of service completions in the two stations together: 

1 4 t 
T( t) = . 1 + 5"' 100 = .208 

and 

t 24 2 
T(2) = 25 .2+ 25 . 100 = .0992 < T(l) ! 

- Also the service times need not be identically distributed. For instance every 
twentiest job in a station may have a 50 % larger service time due to. say. monitor
ing of the servicing or inspection. 

Markovian routing. 

- Any routing as long as it can be characterized by a sequence of random variables 
Sij' j = t . 2 .... independent of everything else going on in the network is allowed. 
We only need that the Sij in the K and K+l job system can be taken to be the same. 
by a coupling argument. ~or instance alternating routing is possible: Sij = t if j is 
even and SIj = 2 if j is odd. 

- In the single server system the Sij and Xij may be dependent. For the multi server 
case the coupling fails because the j-th departing job is not necessarily the one 
receiving time Xij. 

All jobs initially in one station. 

- It is clear that this can be relaxed to: the number of jobs initially in station i in 
the K+ 1 job system is at least equal to the number in the K system for i = 1 • '" • 
N. Furthermore. under very weak conditions the average number of service comple
tions in a station per unit of time is independent of the initial state. 
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If 

then 

n 

L Xij - co for n - co 
j= 1 

tn - co 
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Suppose to the contrary tn - t < co for n - co. then a;: - t (n - co) for C = 
K or K+l, say C = K. Then we have in at least one station. say i. 
Aj(x) - co (x --+ t). 
Let us mark the K jobs in the system 1 .2 •.... K. and let J1 be the subset of {1 .2 
, .... K} of jobs which arrive infinitely often in station i in [ 0 . t ). So J 1 is 
non empty. Let J2 be the complement: J2 = {t ..... K} \ J1-

Define for each job kEJ2 

tkA the last arrival in station i before t 

tP the last departure station i before t 

and define 

to = max max( tt . tf) 
tEl2 

Then each job kEJ2 is either stuck in a task Xij during the whole interval (to. t). if 
tkA > tp. or it is not in station i for all x in (to. t), if tP > tkA. 
So there is a finite. possibly empty set I of indices of tasks performed by the J2 jobs 
between to and t. Since I is fixed and finite and since Aj(x) --+ co for x - t and all 
Xii' jf I. are completed before t 

A\(x) 

LX .. - co if x - t. 
j = 1 I) 
HI 

On the other hand each job can spend at most x time units in a specific station 
between 0 and x. hence for all x < t 

A/x) 

L X .. ~ Kt < co 
j'" 1 I) 
HI 

Contradiction, so tn - co for n - co. 
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